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Taking inspiration from WGSN A/W19 Youth Trend Forecast ‘Free
Style’ looks into self expression of urban Millennials and Gen Z.

Free Style is a youthful direction with a grown-up edge. Evolving from
the S/S 19 Creative Manifesto trend, Free Style moves from brash
statements towards more sophisticated styles. In this story, sport
and street influences share the same bed as glamorous materials and
details.
Key Updates:
- Glamour will be on the rise: after years of athleisure and normcore, a
growing appetite for dressing up is noted
- Streetwear takes on a global aesthetic: unexpected pairings feel
sophisticated. Be brave and become your own stylist, mixing and matching
subcultures to make new styles
- Subvert the classics: there is still room for classic designs, but only if
they are disrupted. Opt for contrasting colour-pairings to elevate traditional
checks
- Menswear is the new womenswear: Free Style's subversive nature is
heavily influenced by rising menswear-focused cult youth brands
- Don't forget the basics: a basic set of essentials is just as important to
pare back the loud colours and statement styling. Look to colour-blocking in
bold primary tones

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR ONLINE AND SOCIAL
PRESENCE?

Influencer Collaboration
Working with a ‘microinfluencer’ to grow brand
presence who has the same
visual aesthetic as each
collection.
- IGTV ‘Ways To Wear’ Videos
- Guess the collaboration
(consumer engagement)
- Collaboration competition
- External location shoots with
influencer to suit aesthetic of
collection

Visual Aesthetics
- Tell the story of each collection
through visuals (posts and stories)
- External location shoots can
contribute massively
- Colour schemes and concept
boards for each collection
- Let the colours of the collection
flow through content
- Moving imagery and videos are
more effective with consumer
engagement
Launch Inspiration
- Focus on people not products,
take inspiration from WGSN trend,
what are people wanting to see?
- Teaser campaigns on social media
- Make use of influencer marketing
- Potential plan for event around the
launch
- Create video content

